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Abstract

This paper investigates whether the sentimental preferences of investors influence market efficiency. We use a betting exchange market environment to analyze the influence of sentimental bettors on market efficiency in 2,333 soccer matches played between 2006-2014 during the last three hours of the pre-play period. Contrary to bookmaker markets, there is no intermediary in a betting exchange and, thus, the market prices solely reflect the beliefs of person to person betting. We use three different proxy variables to measure the bettor sentiment and find that price changes are more likely to be inefficient for betting events that are more prone to sentiment. Based on that finding, we propose a trading strategy that generates positive returns before considering the transaction costs and commission fees. Although the returns turn negative after considering the transaction costs and commission fees, the proposed trading strategy still outperforms a random betting strategy.
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1. Introduction

Investors are constantly confronted with new information from various news outlets on the internet, television and radio. To optimize portfolio returns, investors must pay close attention to the most promising investment opportunities and evaluate and compare their potential. However, attention is a scarce cognitive resource and investors have limited information processing capabilities (Kahneman, 1973; Barber & Odean, 2007). Thus, investors tend to focus on stocks that have recently caught their attention instead of investigating all possible alternatives (Odean, 1999). For example, stocks in the news, stocks experiencing high abnormal trading volumes and stocks with extreme one-day returns are more likely to be bought by individual investors than stocks that are out of the limelight (Barber & Odean, 2007). Similarly, Chen, Hu and Hwang (2014) find that the views expressed on a popular social media website could strongly predict future stock returns and earnings surprises. Furthermore, initial public offerings from well-known firms in the social media industry and other high-profile industries draw a great deal of attention from investors. For example, the IPO of Facebook in 2012 was the third largest IPO in U.S. history (Geron, 2012). A more recent example is Snap, the parent company of the social media application Snapchat, which raised over $3.4 billion in its IPO in 2017 (Hirsch, 2017). The IPO of Snap seems controversial, as Snap does not yet generate profits, does not intend to pay dividends in the upcoming future and does not permit voting rights to shareholders (Levine, 2018; United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 2017). Thus, investors have no voting or cash flow rights and their only benefit stems from potential capital gains if the stock appreciates.

If an unknown share of investors exhibit sentimental preferences towards more popular or glamorous stocks, the question arises if sentiment-motivated investments influence stock prices due to the increased demand for such stocks. On the one hand, if too many investors act on sentimental preferences rather than rational decisions, stock prices may deviate from their true fundamental valuations and thus make markets less efficient (e.g., De Long, Shleifer, Summers & Waldmann, 1990). On the other hand, rational institutional or professional investors could exploit this behavior and counter potential inefficient stock price movements (e.g., Fama, 1965; Ke & Ramalingegowda, 2005). To assess if sentimental traders influence market efficiency, it is necessary to know the asset’s true fundamentals. The problem in analyzing stock markets is that fundamental values are difficult to determine because
stocks are essentially infinitely lived (Brown & Yang, 2017). As the true valuation of a stock remains unknown, it is difficult to infer whether movements in stock prices correctly reflect insightful new information or whether they are driven by noise factors such as sentiment. Thus, many researchers analyze prices in betting markets to explain theories about anomalies and biases in financial markets. In betting markets, the true fundamental value of each bet is unambiguously revealed once the underlying event (e.g., a football match or an election) is finished, as we can observe the result (Brown & Yang, 2017). Furthermore, the time frame of bets is relatively short so that there is no need to discount. Similar to more high-profile stocks in financial markets, there are, for example, more popular teams in sports with larger fan bases that are more prone to attract sentiment from bettors. The potential reasons for bettor sentiment in the sports environment include a perception bias, where bettors overestimate the winning probabilities of their supported team (e.g., Babad & Katz, 1991; Braun & Kvasnicka, 2013), or a loyalty bias, where bettors are not willing to bet against their favorite team (e.g., Forrest & Simmons, 2008).

The previous research used bookmaker settings to analyze bettor sentiment (e.g., Avery & Chevalier, 1999; Forrest & Simmons, 2008; Franck, Verbeek & Nüesch, 2011). A bookmaker has a similar role to a dealer in a quote-driven financial market, as the bookmaker offers prices against which the bettors can place their bets (Franck et al., 2011). The empirical evidence regarding whether sentiment influences the pricing decisions of bookmakers is mixed. Avery and Chevalier (1999), Strumpf (2003), Levitt (2004) and Feddersen, Humphreys and Soebbing (2017) show that bookmakers increase the prices (lower the odds) for more sentiment-prone teams, while Forrest and Simmons (2008), Franck et al. (2011) and Feddersen, Humphreys and Soebbing (2016) find that bookmakers decreased the prices (increase the odds). Braun and Kvasnicka (2013) find that some bookmakers increase the prices while others decrease the prices in the presence of sentiment. Page (2009) and Flepp, Nüesch and Franck (2016) find no sentiment bias in bookmaker pricing decisions. One explanation for these heterogeneous results is that bookmakers are profit maximizing and have to consider various factors when setting the prices. First, bookmakers must decide whether their books should be balanced or whether they allow for unbalanced books. With a balanced book, a bookmaker makes a guaranteed profit of its commission in the long run without exposing themselves to risk (e.g., Woodland & Woodland, 1994; Avery &
Chevalier, 1999). If the bookmaker decided to allow for an unbalanced book, the bookmaker could exploit bettor sentiment by adjusting the prices (e.g., Levitt, 2004; Paul & Weinbach, 2008). Second, Shin (1991, 1992, 1993) shows that bookmakers may deviate from the true prices to hedge themselves from bettors with superior information. Third, Franck et al. (2011) argue that the decision of the bookmaker relies on the price elasticity of the sentimental bettors. If sentimental bettors are price-insensitive, a bookmaker can increase the prices of sentiment-prone teams to increase its profits. If sentimental bettors are price-sensitive, a bookmaker can decrease the prices of sentiment-prone teams to draw more betting volume. Overall, whether bettor sentiment influences prices, and thus market efficiency, is ultimately dependent on the bookmaker’s decision.

In this paper, we propose an alternative setting using a betting exchange market where individual bettors bet against each other. In contrast to bookmaker markets, betting exchanges do not use an intermediary setting the prices. Prices are the sole consequence of trading between individual bettors. We assume that there are two types of bettors. The first type are professional bettors, who act like financial investors and gain utility only through financial profits. The second type are sentiment-prone bettors who either gain additional utility by betting on their team due to a loyalty bias (e.g., Forrest & Simmons, 2008) or are unable to calculate the true probabilities due to a perception bias (e.g., Babad & Katz, 1991; Braun & Kvasnicka, 2013). Therefore, a bias in the prices might occur if the share of sentiment-prone bettors with biased beliefs is large enough. As inefficient price movements are assumed to originate from biased bettor beliefs in a betting exchange setting, the betting exchange should offer a more reliable setting to analyze bettor sentiment than the use of bookmakers. Betting exchange markets work similarly to order-driven financial markets, as they provide a public limit order book where bets can be placed throughout the day. As in financial markets, bettors can submit to the market and limit orders and bet that a certain team wins or loses (Brown & Yang, 2017).

For our analysis, we use the betting exchange Betfair, a leading worldwide sports betting exchange that is based in the UK. We conduct our analysis using 2,333 soccer matches played in the English Premier League throughout the seasons 2006/2007-2013/2014. Soccer is the largest spectator sport and strong emotional attachment for certain teams is very common. We analyze the last three hours of the pre-play period immediately before a match starts. This setting offers some advantageous
characteristics. First, compared to in-play, only very limited new information arises during the pre-play period and changes in prices are expected to originate from the trading activity rather than new information. Furthermore, more than 70% of the total pre-play betting volume is generated during the last three hours before the match starts, on average. If sentimental bettors want to increase the excitement of watching a game or showing support towards their team, they are likely to enter a bet during this time frame. Thus, we examine whether bettor sentiment influences the implied predictive power of the odds over this pre-play period.

One major difficulty when analyzing the impact of bettor sentiment on price efficiency is how to measure sentiment. Drawing on the previous literature, we propose three different but logical measures to proxy bettor sentiment. Our first sentiment proxy is based on the winning probabilities implied in the betting odds. Levitt (2004) shows that bettors exhibit a systematic bias towards favorites in football point spread betting, where the spread is set so that the winning probability of the favorite equals the winning probability of the underdog\textsuperscript{1}. Thus, we determine the favorite within each match by using the winning probabilities implied in the betting odds. The favorites tend to be the more popular teams with a larger fan base that will attract more attention from the bettors than the underdogs receive. We thus hypothesize that the favorites are more prone to sentiment.

Our second sentiment proxy variable is based on the betting volume. In betting exchanges, bettors are not only able to bet that a certain event occurs (i.e., backing), but they can also bet that a certain event does not occur (i.e., laying). As Forrest and Simmons (2008) point out, fan bettors might gain utility by betting on their team because they increase their stake in the game to demonstrate support and further align the interests between them and their team winning the game. Thus, for every event, we compare the cumulative betting volume that was initiated by back bets to the cumulative betting volume that was initiated by lay bets over the three-hour pre-play period\textsuperscript{2}. We expect that sentimental bettors prefer to back their team, and we thus assume more sentiment for events where relatively more volume has been initiated by bettors backing an event rather than laying an event.

\textsuperscript{1} Point spread betting in the U.S. implies that the spread is set to offer an approximately 50% winning bet on either the favorite or the longshot. Betting on the favorite is, thus, not attributable to risk preferences.

\textsuperscript{2} By comparing the offered back and lay odds with the odds that were last matched, we can determine whether a bet was initiated by a bettor who wants to back a bet or by a bettor who wants to lay a bet.
Our third sentiment proxy follows Avery and Chevalier (1999) and uses the past performance of teams to measure bettor sentiment. The underlying idea is that the teams that performed well in the previous season are more in the news and memories of bettors. Thus, better placed teams are expected to draw more sentiment than worse placed ones. Our third sentiment proxy variable uses the difference in the league table positions of the previous season between two opposing teams.

As sentimental bettors bet on certain teams, the increasing demand for such bets will result in mispricing when there are not enough bettors who are willing to enter the opposite betting position, i.e., sentimental bettors drive prices away from the true fundamentals. We compare the prices at kick-off with the prices three hours before for all events of all matches. According to the efficient market hypothesis of Fama (1970), the prices should contain all the information of historical prices and update accordingly. Thus, as new information arises, the predictive power of the prices should increase or at least stay the same. We show that the price movements during the pre-play period are efficient on average, i.e., over all matches, the implied predictive power in the odds increases. However, we find that in over 40% of the cases, the implied predictive power decreases. This stands clearly in contrast to the proposition of Fama (1970). We find evidence that higher sentiment is associated with inefficient price movements. This paper extends the previous research, as it demonstrates that bettor sentiment impacts prices in a betting exchange setting where prices are the consequence of person to person betting without the influence of an intermediary. We developed simple trading strategies based on our findings. Although the trading strategies are not economically profitable after considering the transaction costs and commission fees, the proposed trading strategies consistently outperform a random betting approach. Thus, our findings imply that the price movements of sentiment-prone events are not completely efficient. Nevertheless, the mispricing evoked by this bias is not large enough to encourage professional bettors to fully counter sentimental bettors, as transaction costs and commission fees prevent profitable trading strategies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant theoretical and empirical literature regarding bettor sentiment. In Section 3, we describe our data from the betting exchange Betfair and specify the dependent and independent variables and the protocol of
the methodology used. Section 4 showcases the main results as well as a simple trading strategy, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Bettor Sentiment

In the literature, sentiment is often associated with the nonprofit-maximizing behavior of bettors or investors (e.g., Avery & Chevalier, 1999) and deviations from standard rational choice models (Feddersen et al., 2017). Forrest and Simmons (2008) exemplify two views regarding the existence of sentimental bettors. In the first scenario, there is a share of informed bettors that know the true objective winning probabilities and a share of uninformed, sentimental bettors with biased opinions about the winning probabilities of their preferred team. Sentimental bettors suffer from a perception bias and, thus, overestimate their teams winning probability (Braun & Kvasnicka, 2013). As Babad and Katz (1991) show, bettors are likely to overestimate the winning probabilities of their preferred club due to “wishful thinking,” which is not in their best financial interest. In the second scenario, the sentimental bettors can objectively assess the winning probabilities but are willing to wager despite unfavorable odds because it gives them utility when demonstrating their support of their favorite team. It increases the extent to which they are stakeholders in the club. If bettors show a loyalty bias, they either bet on their team despite unfavorable odds or not at all (Braun & Kvasnicka, 2013).

Avery and Chevalier (1999) find that sentiment serves as a predictor of point-spread movements in football games over a 12-year period by comparing the point spreads one week apart from each other. They look at three different sentiment variables, i.e., expert advice, hot hand and prestige, to investigate the influence of bettor sentiment on the betting line. Avery and Chevalier (1999) assume that the bookmaker, i.e., Las Vegas sports book, adjusts the spreads to balance their books. They find that bookmakers lower the odds (increase the prices) of teams that are sentiment prone. Levitt (2004) analyzed the price-setting mechanism of bookmakers using data of NFL games. By analyzing the betting volumes, Levitt (2004) shows that bettors have preferences towards the favorite within a game. In consensus with Avery and Chevalier (1999), bookmakers exploit these sentimental preferences by lowering the odds (increasing the prices) of the favorites to gain higher profits, as with the market clearing price; however, according to Levitt (2004), bookmakers do not necessarily balance their books. Strumpf (2003) analyzed baseball, football, ice hockey and basketball data from six illegal bookmakers
in New York. A substantial share of bettors show sentimental preferences, i.e., high loyalty, towards local home-town teams based in New York, e.g., the New York Yankees in baseball. Thus, the finding of Strumpf (2003) indicates that bookmakers offer unfavorable prices on sentimental bets on local teams to maximize their profits. This is consistent with Kuypers (2000), who shows that bookmakers might set inefficient odds if the bookmaker is profit maximizing and bettors have biased expectations, and with Humphreys (2010), who shows that bookmakers operate with an unbalanced book to exploit the large share of bettors who bet on the stronger team in the NBA. Feddersen et al. (2017) analyze five European soccer leagues, the NBA and the NFL and use Facebook “likes” to proxy bettor sentiment, as more popular teams draw more attention from sentimental bettors. Feddersen et al. (2017) show evidence that bettor sentiment influences the pricing decisions of bookmakers, such that bookmakers offer less favorable odds for sentiment-prone wagers.

While these studies show a consensus in terms of bookmakers decreasing odds (increasing prices) for sentiment-prone bets, another string of studies find the opposite effect or no effect at all. Forrest, Goddard and Simmons (2005) demonstrate that bookmakers make very sophisticated calculations with many variables that can generate very precise forecasts. Thus, Forrest and Simmons (2008) assume that bookmakers do not misprice bets due to inability, but rather deliberately make a commercial decision that exploits the preferences or misperceptions of bettors. Forrest and Simmons (2008) use the difference in stadium attendance in a match as a proxy for bettor sentiment in the Spanish and Scottish soccer leagues and find that better odds (lower prices) are offered for sentiment-prone bets. Similarly, Franck et al. (2011) use the difference in stadium attendance and find evidence in the upper four English soccer leagues that favorable prices are extended to more popular teams winning and that this effect is amplified on weekends where the fraction of sentiment-driven bettors is expected to be higher. Feddersen et al. (2016) used the following two measures of team popularity to proxy bettor sentiment in NBA games: the difference in the arena utilization of two opposing teams and the difference in the share of All Star Game votes received by each of the two opposing teams. Feddersen et al. (2016) find that bookmakers offered more favorable prices to more popular teams with the intention to draw more volume to those bets. Finally, Braun and Kvasnicka (2013) analyze qualification soccer games for the UEFA Euro 2008 to investigate whether national sentiment affects the pricing decisions by
bookmakers. Braun and Kvasnicka (2013) find that both positive and negative national sentiment biases towards their own national team exist. Some domestic bookmakers decrease the odds for corresponding national teams, while others increase the odds. Page (2009) analyzes whether the large share of English bettors introduce a bias by betting on English teams in international soccer games or European cup games. However, Page (2009) does not find biased odds due to an optimistic bias introduced by sentimental bettors in soccer matches among various betting firms. Flepp et al. (2016) find no evidence that bookmakers adjust prices due to the presence of bettor sentiment. Flepp et al. (2016) choose the over/ under 2.5 goals per match betting market to analyze the effect of bettor sentiment on bookmaker pricing decisions. Sentimental bettors are expected to bet on high scoring outcomes to increase the excitement in a game. In fact, more than 80% of the volume wagered is placed on the over bet. However, this imbalance in the betting volume distribution has no impact on bookmaker pricing.

Overall, the empirical evidence regarding the influence of bettor sentiment on bookmaker pricing decisions is mixed. The underlying issue is that we simply do not know which factors bookmakers consider when setting their prices. The profit functions may differ from bookmaker to bookmaker and could, thus, explain the heterogeneous findings. Some bookmakers might prefer a guaranteed profit by operating with a balanced book without exposing themselves to risk (e.g., Woodland & Woodland, 1994; Avery & Chevalier, 1999), while others may allow for an unbalanced book to actively exploit bettor sentiment by adjusting the prices accordingly (e.g., Levitt, 2004; Paul & Weinbach, 2008). Some bookmakers may even adjust the prices to hedge themselves from bettors with inside information (Shin, 1991, 1992, 1993). Furthermore, Franck et al. (2011) point out that the pricing decision of a bookmaker depends on the price sensitivity of the bettors. A bookmaker might increase the prices of sentiment-prone teams if sentimental bettors are price-insensitive to generate higher profits or decrease the prices of sentiment-prone teams if sentimental bettors are price-sensitive to an increase in the overall betting volume. Taken together, whether we observe the influence of sentiment on prices is largely dependent on the profit functions and pricing decisions of the bookmakers at hand.

This paper extends the research on bettor sentiment by using a betting exchange market setting where the prices are not set by an intermediary but are the mere consequence of person to person betting. Betting exchange markets are basically prediction markets that only rely on the market mechanism
Thus, biased prices are more likely to originate from biased bettor opinions rather than a third party’s profit function.

As the summary of previous research illustrates, there is no distinct approach regarding how to measure sentiment. It is important to note that all sentiment proxy variables probably have weaknesses. For example, Feddersen et al. (2017) point out that attendance-based sentiment proxies have certain limitations. First, proxies based on stadium attendance might only capture the local popularity of a team and are, thus, dependent on the market potential of the surrounding region. Bettors with biased beliefs exist worldwide, though and are not only located in a specific region. Further, teams can even influence the attendance themselves by reducing ticket prices or increasing promotional activities (Feddersen et al., 2017). Thus, Feddersen et al. (2016) name two criteria that proxy variables should fulfill. First, they should not be only local measures, and second, they should not be under the direct control of the teams. In this paper, we address these requirements, as we use three different measures to proxy bettor sentiment that fulfill the criteria indicated by Feddersen et al. (2016).

3. Methods

The methods section is separated into three subsections. First, we depict the data used for our analysis. Second, we explain the specifications of the dependent variable and three independent sentiment proxy variables. Third, we show the methodology used.

3.1 Data

We collected data on 2,333 soccer matches in the English Premier League for the seasons 2006/2007-2013/2014. The data originates from Betfair, the largest betting exchange in the world that merged in 2016 with Paddy Power to become Paddy Power Betfair. Paddy Power Betfair is a diversified international sports betting and gaming operator with a total annual revenue of £1,745 million, an operating profit of £250 million and 7,640 employees as of December 2017 (Paddy Power Betfair, 2018). The data from Betfair were purchased through an authorized third-party data provider called Fragsoft\(^3\). While the data for most matches are only available for the 3-5 hours prior to the start of the match, there are a few exceptions where the provided pre-play data goes further back. To obtain more

\(^3\) Roughly 15% of the matches are missing. Choi and Hui (2014) point out that Fracsoft attributes the missing data to technical issues while recording the data from Betfair.
similar and consistent pre-play periods, we limit the maximum pre-play period to three hours. We do not include matches with pre-play periods of less than three hours to ensure consistent and comparable time periods across matches, leaving us with 2,333 matches\(^4\).

For each match event (home team win, draw and away team win), the data contains detailed second-by-second data on the first three best back and lay decimal odds, the last price matched, as well as the corresponding volumes traded and the total matched volumes\(^5\). To conduct our empirical analysis, we use the last price matched values to calculate the implied prices. By using the last price matched variable, we consider the prices of trades that actually took place.

The three hours prior to the match start are particularly relevant because more than 70\% of the total matched volume prior to the match start is generated during this time (see figure 1). If bettors with sentimental preferences influence price movements before a match starts, the mispricing will likely occur during this period. Further, the three hour pre-play period represents a good setting, as prices are generally far less volatile due to the absence of major news, such as goals, cards or substitutions, that occur during a match, and price movements are more likely to originate due to the trading behavior of the bettors.

Figure 1: Cumulative volume matched over the pre-play period.

Notes: Betting volume averaged per match.

\(^4\) Instead of 2,562 matches if all matches were included.
\(^5\) As in the previous research (e.g., Forrest and Simmons, 2008), we only consider home and away wins for our analysis and neglect the event “draw” because a draw is unlikely to be prone to sentimental preferences.
3.2 Measurement and Variables

3.2.1 Odds and implied winning probabilities

The decimal odds denote the payoff of a successful bet. For instance, if the odds for a win for Manchester United are 1.50, a one dollar bet pays $1.50 if Manchester United wins, i.e., a profit of $0.50 has been achieved. The reciprocal of the odds can be seen as the market’s forecasting probability of a certain bet to win (see, e.g., Forrest & McHale, 2007; Forrest & Simmons, 2008 and Flepp, Nüesch & Franck, 2017). For each match $i$, event $e \in \{\text{home win, away win}\}$ and time $t$ before the match start, the implied winning probability is defined as follows:

$$p_{iet} = \frac{1}{lpm_{iet}} \tag{1}$$

where $lpm$ refers to the decimal odds that were last matched between two bettors in the betting exchange. The value of $p$ tells us the implied winning probability, e.g., the probability of a Manchester United win from above is $p = \frac{1}{1.50} \approx 0.67$. In this case, the underlying assumption of the odds suggests that Manchester United wins the game with a 67% chance. The implied winning probabilities can also be interpreted as prices, as they indicate the stake a bettor must wager to earn $1 in the event of a successful bet (Forrest & Simmons, 2008).

3.2.2 Dependent variable

Using the implied winning probabilities, we can form predictions about the outcome of a match and analyze whether the predictive power of the prices changes over the pre-play period. We follow Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2004) in calculating the absolute prediction errors. The use of prediction errors is a common tool in the forecasting of elections or sports match outcomes (Mincer & Zarnowitz, 1969; Williams & Reade, 2016; Brown & Yang, 2019; Brown, Reade & Williams, 2019). The absolute prediction error is calculated as follows:

$$APE_{iet} = |result_{iet} - p_{iet}| \tag{2}$$

where $result$ is a binary variable indicating the true ex post outcome of the match, i.e., $result$ equals 1 for a win and 0 for a loss, and $p$ refers to the implied winning probability as depicted in equation (1). We calculate the absolute prediction errors three hours before the match and at kick-off and compare their sizes to assess the change in the predictive power. Formally, this can be expressed as follows:
\[ \Delta APE_{ie} = APE_{ie \, match \, start} - APE_{ie \, pre-play \, start} \] (3)

The prices should fully reflect all available information in efficient markets (Fama, 1970). As the most recent price should contain at least the same amount of information as the price three hours before, the predictive power of this price should increase or stay the same. To measure if sentiment influences prices and, thus, market efficiency, we specify our dependent variable *inefficiency* as follows:

\[
\text{inefficiency} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \Delta APE_{ie} > 0 \\
0 & \text{if } \Delta APE_{ie} \leq 0
\end{cases}
\] (4)

The use of the difference in absolute prediction errors is comparable to using match fixed-effects, as it partials out match specific characteristics, e.g., the magnitude of the absolute prediction error\(^6\).

3.2.3 *Independent variables*

We hypothesize that inefficient updating of prices occurs at least partially due to sentimental bettors who bet on their favorite teams regardless of the accuracy of the odds offered. We present three different approaches to proxy bettor sentiment.

3.2.3.1 *Odds-based sentiment proxy*

First, we specify a variable *favorite* based on the winning probabilities implied in the betting odds. Levitt (2004) shows in football spread betting that even if the probability of a favorite win is approximately equal to the probability of a win for a non-favorite, bettors still prefer to bet on the favorite\(^7\). This indicates the importance of the popularity of a team over other potential factors, e.g., the risk-aversion of bettors. We suggest that favorites tend to be more successful teams, attract more supporters and, thus, are more prone to sentiment.

Further, we observe that the betting volumes increase much more drastically during the pre-play period for favorites than for underdogs. For favorites, the average betting volume per match increases during the pre-play period by approximately 970,000, while the average betting volume per match for underdogs only increases by approximately 135,000. It illustrates how the favorite in a match receives

---

\(^6\) A specification error might occur if only the magnitudes of the absolute prediction errors were compared across matches, as close matches with no distinct favorite would yield a relatively high prediction error regardless of who wins.

\(^7\) In spread betting, the bookmaker can adjust the spread to even out the winning probabilities of two opposing teams.
much more attention by bettors, which is similar to the finding of Barber and Odean (2007) that more glamorous stocks receive more attention from financial investors.

Three hours before the match starts, we assess which team is considered the favorite to win a particular game according to the winning probabilities implied by the betting odds. We specify favorite as an indicator variable equaling 1 if the corresponding team is the favorite within a match, and 0 otherwise. We hypothesize that sentimental bettors prefer favorites and that this drives the inefficient updating of prices.

3.2.3.2 Volume-based sentiment proxy

Our second variable to proxy bettor sentiment is based on the betting volume. In bookmaker markets, bettors traditionally have three options to bet on, i.e., whether the home team wins, the away team wins or the match ends in a draw. In betting exchanges bettors can both bet for an event to occur (back a bet) and bet against an event to occur (lay a bet). Figure 2 illustrates this using an example of a match between Manchester United and Leicester. For illustration purposes, imagine a bettor chooses to either bet on Manchester United (back Manchester United at the best offered odds of 1.51) or to bet against a win of Manchester United (lay Manchester United at the best offered odds of 1.52). Backing Manchester United yields a profit if Manchester United wins the game against Leicester, and laying Manchester United yields a profit if Manchester United does not win the game against Leicester, i.e., if Manchester United loses or draws against Leicester.

Forrest and Simmons (2008) explain that fans of a certain team might gain utility by betting on their team because they increase the extent to which they are stakeholders in the team. By backing their
team, they demonstrate support and align their financial interests with those of the team. Braun and Kvasnicka (2013) and Forrest and Simmons (2008) explain that sentimental bettors exhibit a loyalty bias towards their club and are unlikely to bet against their club even if the prices increase and are less favorable. This can be compared to fans that would not start buying jerseys from opposing teams because they offer the jerseys at a lower price.

For all events, we compare the cumulative betting volume that was initiated by the bettors backing the event to the cumulative betting volume that was initiated by the bettors laying the event over the course of the three hours’ pre-play period. Thus, we form our sentiment proxy variable back lay ratio as the ratio of the cumulative back-initiated volume to the cumulative lay-initiated volume for all events. As we expect the sentimental bettors to back their preferred team, we assume more sentiment for events where relatively more cumulative volume has been generated by the initiated backing bets rather than by the initiated laying bets. To determine whether a bet is initiated by back or lay odds, we compare the last price matched with the best odds offered on the back and lay side. Therefore, in our example above, if a bet on Manchester United were matched at 1.51, then this bet would be characterized as a back initiated bet, as a bettor chose to back Manchester United at the offered odds of 1.51. As an illustration, imagine that over the observed pre-play period, $2,000 of the betting volume for Manchester United was characterized as back-initiated, as the last price matched was closer to the last back odds and $500 was characterized as lay-initiated, as the last price matched was closer to the last lay odds. For our sentiment proxy variable back lay ratio, we would obtain a ratio of 4 for Manchester United because the volume that has been matched coming from the back side is four times higher than the volume coming from the lay side over the course of the three-hour pre-play period. We hypothesize that the higher the amount of back-initiated volume is relative to the lay-initiated volume, the higher the share of sentimental bettors should be and the more likely we should observe inefficient price movements.

3.2.3.3 Past performance based sentiment proxy

Our third variable to proxy bettor sentiment follows an approach of Avery and Chevalier (1999) and is based on the past performance to determine whether a team is considered to be prestigious and, thus, sentiment prone. It is debatable what the appropriate time horizon is to determine whether to classify a team as prestigious or not. For simplicity, we choose the last year’s table position to measure
past performance. For each team and year, we assign the corresponding league table position at the end of the previous season\(^8\). The data for past league table positions originate from the official webpage of the English Premier League. For each team, we calculate the difference in the lagged league position using the following formula:

\[
\Delta \text{table position lag}_i = \text{opposition rank}_i - \text{team rank}_i
\]  

(5)

For illustrative purposes, suppose Chelsea placed second and Wigan 16\(^{th}\) in the season 2010/11. Our sentiment proxy variable for the games between Chelsea and Wigan in the season 2011/12 would therefore show the value of 14 for Chelsea and -14 for Wigan. A team with a relatively higher placement in the previous season obtains a higher value for the past performance sentiment proxy. Thus, the more positive the value of this variable, the more sentiment is expected. We hypothesize that the more positive the value of the past performance sentiment proxy variable is, the more likely we observe inefficient price movements due to sentiment.

3.3. Statistical method

By estimating simple logit regressions, we want to examine the influence of sentimental bettors on market efficiency. The logit regression is specified as follows:

\[
in\text{efficiency}_{ie} = \theta_0 + \theta_1 \cdot \text{sentiment}_{ie} + \theta_2 \cdot \text{home}_{ie} + \theta_{ie}
\]  

(6)

In this logit regression, \(in\text{efficiency}_{ie}\) is the dependent variable and \(sentiment\) represents one of the three aforementioned sentiment proxy variables (\(\text{favorite, ratio back lay, } \Delta \text{table position lag}\)) for each match \(i\) and event \(e \in \{\text{home win, away win}\}\). To partial out a potential home team bias (e.g., Forrest and Simmons, 2008), we include a control variable \(\text{home}\) that is a dummy variable equaling 1 for home teams and 0 for away teams. Following the approach of Forrest and Simmons (2008), we conduct our regression for both home and away wins, resulting in a total of 4,666 observations for 2,333 matches. Analogous to Forrest and Simmons (2008), we adjust for correlated error terms, as a win for a team implies a loss of its opponent, and use clusters for each match.

\(^8\) For the three teams that were in the lower division a year before, we follow van Ours and Tuijl (2016) and assigned the last position, i.e., 20. We assume this to be a good approximation, as the teams in the lower division most likely received less attention from bettors. The results do not change if we use the average position of the teams that were relegated, i.e., \(\frac{18 + 19 + 20}{3} = 19\), or, alternatively, if we excluded all matches that involved those teams.
4. Results

4.1 Main results

Using a t-test we examine how the absolute prediction error differs on average at the beginning and at the end of the pre-play period. Table 1 shows that, on average, the absolute prediction errors decrease over the pre-play period, indicating that the price movements are overall efficient. This is not surprising, as new information arises to better predict the match outcome.

Table 1: t-test of absolute prediction error (APE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>At pre-play start</th>
<th>At pre-play end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,666</td>
<td>0.3839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively.

However, taking a deeper look at the share of increasing versus decreasing absolute prediction errors, we find that in over 41% of the events, the absolute prediction error increases, which stands in contrast to the efficient market hypothesis that suggests that prices should include all past information (Fama, 1970). According to our hypothesis, the share of inefficient price updating is explained by sentimental bettors that deteriorate prices by betting on their favorite team without taking into account how precisely the odds reflect the true winning probabilities. Table 2 shows the results of logit regressions using different variables to proxy bettor sentiment. Column (1) reports the estimate for the odds-based sentiment proxy. The indicator variable favorite has a positive impact on the likelihood of an inefficient price movement during the pre-play period and is statistically significant at the 5% level. This indicates that market inefficiency is more likely to be observed for the favorites in a match. Column (2) reports the estimate for the volume-based sentiment proxy ratio back lay. The positive sign of the coefficient indicates that the higher the ratio of back to lay initiated volume for a match is, the higher the probability that we observe an inefficient price movement. The coefficient is significant at the 1% level. Finally, column (3) reports the estimate for the past performance sentiment proxy Δ table position lag, which is significant at the 5% level. As expected, the sign of the coefficient for Δ table position lag is also
positive. This suggests that the higher a team was placed than its opponent in the previous season, the higher the likelihood of inefficient price movements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>favorite</td>
<td>0.1225**</td>
<td>0.1836***</td>
<td>0.0062**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0546)</td>
<td>(0.0549)</td>
<td>(0.0029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio back lay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A table position lag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>home dummy</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>0.0844*</td>
<td>0.0852*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0545)</td>
<td>(0.0496)</td>
<td>(0.0498)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4,666</td>
<td>4,666</td>
<td>4,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log pseudolikelihood</td>
<td>-3156.13</td>
<td>-3152.72</td>
<td>-3156.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The table reports the logit estimates for inefficiency; inefficiency takes the value of 1 if the APE increased over the pre-play period, and 0 otherwise. Column (1) represents an odds-based sentiment proxy, column (2) represents a volume-based sentiment proxy and column (3) uses a sentiment proxy based on past performance. Home dummy controls for teams that play at home. The heteroscedasticity-robust and clustered standard errors at the match level are reported in parentheses. $$***, **, \text{ and} *$$ denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels, respectively.

Overall, the depicted sentiment proxies consistently indicate a positive impact of bettor sentiment on market inefficiency. The presence of bettor sentiment increases the probability that we observe an inefficient price movement over the last three hours of the pre-play period.

As a robustness check, we use the difference in implied winning probabilities of two opposing teams as an alternative to the indicator variable favorite to check if the results hold if the magnitude of the difference in the winning probabilities is considered. It yields similar results as the favorite variable and is significant at the 10% level, also indicating a positive relationship between the likelihood of observing inefficient price movements and the extent to which a team is relatively more favored than its opponent. Additionally, as an alternative to the one year lagged difference in table positions, we used the difference in one year lagged points won between two opposing teams. The coefficient is significant.

---

*For this regression, we exclude the teams that were in a lower league in the previous year, as the points won in lower leagues are difficult to compare to the points won in a higher league. For the ease of interpretation, we use
at the 5% level as well, and the sign is positive, which is consistent with the other sentiment proxies, as the higher the difference in points won, the more sentiment-prone a team is expected to be.

4.2 Trading strategy

In this section, we want to explore whether it is possible to exploit the observed inefficient price movements and obtain profits by constructing simple trading strategies.

As we expect a share of sentimental bettors to wager during the three-hour pre-play period, we expect the odds for sentiment-prone teams to decrease over this time. Thus, a simple trading strategy could be formed as follows: entering a one unit bet to back a team classified as sentiment-prone at the start of the observed pre-play period and then laying a bet on the same event at the start of the match. The underlying idea of the trading strategy is to be independent of the match outcome and profit from the expected decreasing odds of sentiment-prone bets. To ensure that the profit or loss is the same independent of the match outcome, the amount wagered on the lay bet is adjusted accordingly. While we can form trading strategies for the favorite and the \( \Delta \) table position lag sentiment proxy, it is not possible to develop a strategy for the ratio back lay sentiment proxy, as the ratio of the back- and lay-initiated volume is calculated over the course of the analyzed time and, thus, is not known \textit{ex ante}. The results of the simple trading strategies for the other two sentiment proxies are depicted in table 3. As depicted in panel A, the average return for the trading strategy using favorite to classify sentiment-prone bets is 0.0023 before the transaction costs and commission fee. However, as shown in panel B, after the transaction costs and commission fees are incorporated, the return turns negative, i.e., to -0.0062. Similarly, the depicted thresholds for the \( \Delta \) table position lag sentiment proxy show positive returns without considering the transactions costs and commission fees but negative returns if these are included. The same trading strategies for teams classified as non-favorites or for any negative threshold for the difference in the lagged table position strictly yield negative returns (not depicted for brevity).

the formula \( \Delta \) league points lag = team points - opposition points so that a higher value for this variable indicates more sentiment.

\(^{10}\) To ensure that the same profit or loss for each match outcome is achieved, the following condition must hold: \( \text{stake}_{\text{lay}} = \text{stake}_{\text{back}} \times \frac{\text{odds}_{\text{back}}}{\text{odds}_{\text{lay}}} \)

\(^{11}\) Transaction costs denote the spread between the back odds and lay odds. As a commission fee, we use the default market base rate of 5% for the UK and Ireland from Betfair. Therefore, all winning bets were reduced by 5%.
As a comparison, we employed a random betting strategy for all different constellations of matches chosen to be bet on by our sentiment proxies.

Table 3: Rates of return for strategies based on sentiment proxy variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A</th>
<th>Return before transaction costs and commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite</td>
<td>2,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ table position lag &gt; 0</td>
<td>2,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ table position lag &gt; 6</td>
<td>1,159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B</th>
<th>Return after transaction costs and commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite</td>
<td>2,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ table position lag &gt; 0</td>
<td>2,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ table position lag &gt; 6</td>
<td>1,159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The true number of bets is twice the depicted values of the number of matches as we back and lay the same event. The rate of return shows the mean return for the respective sentiment proxy. The thresholds for the Δ table position lag variable correspond to the 50% and 75% percentiles. Panel A depicts the returns before considering the transaction costs and commission fees (5%), while Panel B depicts the returns after correcting for transactions and commission costs. The random betting returns were calculated for the same sample of matches used for the different sentiment proxy variables.

As table 3 shows, the returns of random betting are consistently lower than the returns of the corresponding bets based on the sentiment proxy variables. The returns of random betting for the matches involved in the strategy using the favorite sentiment proxy are -0.0051 before the transaction costs and commission fees are included and -0.0214 after the transaction costs and commission fees are included. The corresponding returns for the different thresholds of Δ table position lag are very similar in size. While our proposed trading strategies theoretically work and are superior to a random betting strategy, the practical implementation is not economically viable.

As we used the whole dataset to conduct the analysis, the depicted trading strategies are tested in-sample only. Alternatively, we split the sample and conduct the main analysis without the most recent season as well as without the last 2, 3 or 4 seasons. The excluded seasons were then used to test the
trading strategies. The impacts of the sentiment proxy variables on our measurement for inefficiency are virtually identical in sign, magnitude and significance across all different sample constellations. Similarly, the returns are positive without considering the transactions costs and commission fees and are negative when we incorporate the costs across all the abovementioned scenarios.

5. Conclusion

This paper is the first to use a betting exchange market setting instead of the bookmaker settings used in the previous research to analyze the impact of bettor sentiment on prices. An advantage of the betting exchange market setting is that there is no intermediary setting the prices. Thus, the prices effectively reflect the bettors’ beliefs and trading decisions rather than a third party’s profit function.

We examine 2,333 soccer matches in the English Premier League to analyze whether bettor sentiment influences market efficiency during the last three hours of the pre-play period. On average, over 70% of the total matched volume prior to the match start is generated during the last three hours of the pre-play period. We hypothesize that the potential presence of sentimental bettors can introduce a bias during this period and, thus, harm market efficiency. By comparing the absolute prediction errors at the start and at the end of the pre-play period, we find that the market is overall efficient. However, in over 41% of the events, we observe inefficient price movements. To examine whether bettor sentiment can explain the observed inefficient price updating, we form three different sentiment proxy variables, i.e., an odds-based sentiment proxy, a volume-based sentiment proxy, as well as past performance as an indicator for sentiment. We find evidence that bettor sentiment attributes to inefficiencies. Our sentiment proxies show a consistent picture of a positive relationship between bettor sentiment and inefficient price movements. This indicates that bettor sentiment can at least partially explain some of the inefficiencies observed during the pre-play period.

Based on our findings, we formed simple trading strategies to try to profit from these inefficiencies. We find positive returns for different specifications without incorporating the transaction costs and commission fees. However, after considering the transaction costs and commission fees, the trading strategies are no longer profitable. While our proposed trading strategies generate superior returns to randomly betting on matches, it is evident that the inefficiencies in the betting exchange are not large enough to be exploited economically.
This paper contributes to the wide discussion regarding whether sentiment influences prices. We extend the previous literature by observing the impact of bettor sentiment on prices in person to person markets without an intermediary, i.e., where prices are the sole consequence of trading. Thus, we can conclude that the found inefficiencies stem from bettors’ beliefs and their betting behavior rather than from a bookmaker’s individual profit function.

A potential implication for the found inefficiencies could either be that the share of purely profit-oriented professional bettors is not large enough to fully counter the inefficient price movements caused by sentiment prone bettors or more likely that the mispricing caused by the sentiment bias is too small to be exploited by professional bettors, as the transaction cost and commission fees cannot be overcompensated. Perhaps the mispricing introduced by bettors with sentimental preferences is exploited by professional bettors to the point where it is no longer profitable to counter it.
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